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Content
• Patents as incentives to innovation
• The entrepreneur’s somewhat different interpretation
• Case 1: MedTech – The unpredictable life of an academic patent

• Case 2: Biotech – The perils of patenting science
• Case 3: Biotech – First “cheeky” advantage

• Do these examples help explain the “entrepreneurs interpretation” on patents?
• Could there be an alternative way to model the role of patents?
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The incentive view
Patent

The promise of carving out a niche
provides the incentive to invest in
innovation activities
Invention
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Process Development
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The entrepreneurs view
• Innovation is the assumed role of the start-up.
• Filing patents is one of the various activities that are
taken for granted by the entrepreneur (keeping secrets
is another).
• Patenting is seen as a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for fundraising and keeping competitors at
bay.
• But patent filing can be more realistically considered as
another cost of doing (high-tech) business.
• As with other similar costs, managers do not always
have in mind the implications of patenting and
generally delegate the matter to the IP experts.

• This may not be a completely irrational behaviour...
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Case 1: MedTech - The unpredictable life of an academic patent
• An academic patent claiming an algorithm for
detecting contours in echocardiography images.
• Centrepiece of a spin-off’s value proposition.
• But resulting in a failed innovation.
• The market did not actually exist and the required
clinical performance was out of reach.

• Still, the start-up discovered other more successful
applications and was eventually acquired.
• The patent was finally bundled up with others and
purchased from the University of Oxford.
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Case 2: Biotech – The perils of patenting science
Some background:
• Technology exists to characterise adult stem cells
from surface markers and gene expression.

• A list of such genes is what is used to claim a
particular cell type.
• However, often, the scientific definition of a cell type
is not fully established. Cells can also be in different
states.
• However, patent language prefers to define static
and well defined objects, even if absolutes don’t
exist in nature…
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Case 2: Biotech – The perils of patenting science

• Hence a high degree of confusion has been
generated, that recalls the tale of the blind Indian
sages and the elephant.

• In fact, one would bet that there are more patents
out there than actual stem cells…
• … resulting in a lot of lucrative opposition work for
the patent attorneys that wrote the patents in the
first place.
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Case 3: Biotech – The “cheeky” first mover advantage
• Pioneers can claim potential uses of a given
technology without necessarily having precise
and demonstrable experimental evidence.
• Crafting clever claims to aggressively extend the
scope of a patent is one the virtues of smart
patent attorneys.
• This generates huge uncertainties in terms of
freedom to operate, leading to a large risk of
litigation.
• Fortunately this can often be settled
economically (adding further to the cost of
business).
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What do these cases tell us about managerial behaviour?
• A patent rarely captures the end-goal but the beginning of a discovery process.
• IP is one of several possible barriers to entry, but is the least observable and harder to grasp.
• At the boundary of science and technology, patents are likely to be imperfect, they may fail to capture the product fully
or over-extend its specification, leaving a landscape of grey zones and overlaps that is very difficult to foresee and
navigate.
• Whereas patentability is relatively easy to secure, anticipating freedom to operate is an arcane, but FTO is what
ultimately matters.

• In these circumstances, managers expect that there will be a deal that may solve almost any IP problem.
• Consequently most managers are likely to go for a satisficing solution: follow the patenting rituals with the best
attorney they can afford, seek a search result that is good enough for investors and put the matter to sleep.
• Only if they have cash to spend and the shrewd advice of an aggressive attorney they may deploy a barrage patent
strategy which is the other rational decision given the above uncertainties.
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Does this suggest a different model for patents?
• Patents can be hardly considered an exante incentive in the context of a high-tech
start-up.
• In actual fact, patents are more akin to an
insurance policy.
• An imperfect one that provides some
security but…
• …whose small print is rarely read, less likely
understood and most often poorly
explained by patent attorneys.
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